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1. EXT. TRADITIONAL SRI LANKAN MARKET & ALLEYWAY. DAY

The usually chaotic markets are in complete uproar. Shouting, 
running, chickens flying, locals gesticulating wildly to 
armed officials. Across the marketplace, three strangers in 
obviously Western dress run for their lives, weaving amongst 
the cluttered stalls and avoiding flailing arms. 

In the lead is FFION (33), a competent woman dressed for 
action in cargo fatigues and a singlet, her pockets bulging 
with a fascinating array of pouches and gadgets. 

Hot on her heels is LUKAS (27), a wiry, dark haired, 
bespectacled, conservatively dressed chap who looks like he'd 
be much more at home with a generous pile of books and a 
cuppa. The wide grin suggests he’s enjoying himself hugely. 

Holding tightly to his hand and being almost dragged along is 
LOTTIE (24), dressed up nicely as if for a date and scared 
out of her mind.

Ffion glances behind them and sees a line of armed officials 
in pursuit. Lottie stumbles and Lukas pauses to help her.

FFION
Come ON!

She pulls them into a nearby alley and they press themselves 
into the shadows breathlessly as several armed soldiers run 
past in the direction they had been going. 

Lukas leans back against the wall and starts laughing. Ffion 
grins back, the exhilaration of the adventure shining in her 
eyes too.

LUKAS
That was close!

FFION
A little too close.

LUKAS
So...what happens next?

Ffion smiles and reaches into a pocket to pull out a handful 
of small packets of what looks like herbs. She flicks through 
them.

FFION
Campfires and camels on the 
Siberian Steppes with Russian 
Caravan...zen meditation and 
Japanese gardens with Sencha...Chai
will give us Indian temples...
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...19th Century England with an 
Earl Grey blend...a little dull 
that one, it’s the bergamont...but
for something more extreme, I’ve 
got an African Rooibos which will 
land us right in the middle of a...

LOTTIE
I want to go home.

Their attention turns abruptly to Lottie, who shivers despite 
the heat. Lukas quickly takes his jacket off and wraps it 
around her, rubbing her arms to warm her up a little. 

LUKAS
We just got here. Come on, don’t 
you want to look around at least? 

Lottie presses her face into his chest and refuses to answer. 
Crestfallen, Lukas looks to Ffion, who nods. She rummages 
around in her pockets and produces a small teapot and three 
cups. She selects one of the packets and pours the tea leaves 
into the pot, followed by steaming water from a thermos. 

Taking a deep breath, she carefully turns the teapot 
clockwise thrice and then anti-clockwise, thrice. She deftly 
pours all of the amber liquid out into the three cups and 
hands one to each of them. They drink together. 

2. INT. THE TEA HOUSE. NIGHT.

The cosy Asian-inspired interior - part traditional tea house 
and part opium den in style - is winding down for the night. 
From their table in the corner, a disoriented Lukas and 
Lottie blink and look around them, while Ffion carefully 
cleans and packs away her teapot. Lottie stands unsteadily, 
shrugs out of Lukas’ jacket and holds it out to him.

LOTTIE
Lukas. Thank you, for dinner 
anyway. The rest has been...an
experience. Look, I’m sure you’re a 
lovely guy and it was nice to meet 
you but I don’t...this isn’t my cup 
of...I just think it’s best if we 
leave it here. I’m sorry. Goodbye.

Lukas is slightly speechless as Lottie raises her chin and 
marches defiantly from the Tea House. He catches Ffion’s eye 
across the table and she grins as she holds up her teapot.

FFION
Another cup?

2.

FFION (CONT'D)


